
 

CARNIVOROUS PLANTS 
 

The aim of this workshop is that students get to know different plant adaptation and 

consequently, how carnivore plats have been able to adopt a series of modifications to survive in 

environments lacking nutrients like nitrogen and phosphorus. We will start the explanation with a 

powerpoint presentation, through a series of images we will show them the different traps this 

plants uses to catch their prey. Carnivores sum up to 500 species, coming from 7 different families 

spread around the world.  

They can live both in water and earth, and they all have the carnivore behavior in common, 

determined by their digestive enzymes (the leaves are small stomach and they digest through them).  

Only the leaves can digest and select the necessary elements than can solve the problem of 

lack of nitrogen and phosphorus that takes place where they live.  

There are plants with different shapes and sizes, for example the leaves of Dionaea 

muscipula have a semicircular shape ending in 5 millimeter spikes that act as a bait trap. Inside, the 

nectarine glands and colors are used to attract their victims and little hairs used to detect the insects.  

 

  

 

 

 

When the insect makes contact with the hairs nothing happens, but when they do it for a 

second time the trap immediately closes and traps them. Then it liberates digestive juices useful for 

nutrient extraction. The Jar Plant (Nephentes) comes from tropical regions. Their leaves have an 

appendix from which hangs a ‘jar’ of striking colors which drives the insects towards their slippery 

mouth so they fall inside. Once inside they cannot escape, walls are covered with hairs that assure 

this.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Other systems present pinguicole and droser species. Pinguicoles can be found in swampy 

humid areas in the Valencian Community. Known because of their stickiness and greasiness, if we 

observe them closely with a magnifying glass we will see they are covered by hairs. These hairs can 

be of two types, the first are sticky and trap their victims and the others are digestive and this way 

digest their pray.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

This mechanism is used by the droser plant; their hairs are bigger and shine when exposed to light 

because of the sweet and sticky substances within.  

 

 

 

 

PRACTICE 

We will observe different types of carnivore plants through a magnifying glass, this way we will be 

able to see the sensitive hairs. The second part of the practice will consist of crafting a Venus 

flytrap.  

Procedure: 

1. Cut a cardboard with the shape of different carnivore plants and paint one face red and the 

other green. 

2. Trim the black cardboard with the shape of a fly and tie this to the cardboard with a thread. 

3. Paint sticks green and put them around cardboard’s edges as teeth. You are ready to catch 

flies!!!   

  

 

 

 


